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$a Katcha $d Kordofanian $e C Sudan (Nuba Hills) $f 6,000 $g Merritt Ruhlen $g Jim Lorentz
(review) $g John Crothers (editor)

$a Stevenson, Roland C. $b 1957 $c A survey of the phonetics and grammatical structure of the
Nuba mountain languages (Chapter IV) $d Afrika und Uebersee XLI, 27-65 (p.53ff on Katcha)

$a Tucker, A.N, and M.A. Bryan $b 1966 $c Linguistic Analyses: The Non-Bantu Languages of
North-Eastern Africa $g London: O.U.P.

$a LONG CONSONANTS $A "Consonant length may have lexical si gni f i cance. " Examples include
possible contrasts for long /m, 1, s/. (p. 53)

$a LONG VOWELS $A Stevenson says that "vowel length is significant lexically and often
grammatically." Also "the vowel of a prefix is sometimes lengthened before monosyllables. " The
only long vowel I find in all the examples is /a-long/, usually with a grammatical function.
EJHC)

$a STRESS $A "Stress plays a greater role than syllable pitch." One example is given to show
that location of stress is distinctive. (p.53f)

$a SYLLABLE $A (C)V(C)

$a TONE $A domain of tone: syllable $A Tone is illustrated in. a few .examples only,

$a VOICED STOPS $A There are only a few examples of contrast between voiceless and plain voiced
stops. Generally the voiceless ones occur initially, the voiced medially, and alternation
appears to be regular, (p. 53) Most likely there is only a single series, apart from the
implosives. [ JHC)

$a VOWEL HARMONY $A The vowel of an affix frequently assimilates completely to a stem vowel,
(p. 53) There are also hints that Katcha may have pervasive root and affix harmony, with all
vowels occurring in "advanced" and "retracted" pairings: /i , e, schwa, u, o/ versus /iota,
epsilon, a, upsilon, o-open/. The transcription does not support this analysis, but the hints
are the frequent occurrence of tiota, upsilonJ in "retracting" environments (e.g. near /a/) and
the large number of words (many apparent exceptions however) with only "advanced" or
"retracted" vowels. I JHC)

$A /f/ is not listed by Tucker and Bryan, but occurs a number of times in Stevenson's examples,
where it corresponds to /p/ of Keiga. /p/ does not occur in the Katcha examples, as far as I
can see. [JHC]
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070 32 $A Tucker and Bryan note that tz) is a variant of /s/, but also point out that Katcha seems to
have developed /z/. A number of apparent contrasts occur in Stevenson's examples.

070 33 $A Tucker and Bryan list a contrasting /s-hacekA This does not occur in Stevenson's examples
for Katcha, (A couple of instances, possibly allophonic, in Tulushi .

)

070 34 $A Ir-flap) is a sporadic variant of /tA (Tucker and Bryan, p. 300)

070 60 $A From the few examples it seems that /high/ tone may become thigh-falling] when stressed
before /low/ in the same word. (p.53f

)

070 61 $A Stevenson gives Mota, upsilon] as "variants" of /i » u/, and these occur frequently in his
examples. Conditioning, if any, is not clear. (But see Archive statement on vowel harmony.)
Other variants (tschwaJ, to-tremal?) are listed, but rare in examples, (p. 53)


